Comune di San Cassiano

San Cassiano is a small village in the south-est of Italy, precisely on the heel
of the peninsula’s boot, in the land known as Salento. If Italy was a bridge,
Salento could be the union between East and West Europe across the
Mediterranean Sea. The Messapii, Byzantine, Greek, Roman, French,
Albanian and Spanish went through Salento during our history. Our land is
still today a land of hospitality and our province hosts nearly 24.000 foreign
citizens. The biggest community is the Romanian one, followed by the
Albanian, Moroccan and the Bulgarian one.

In our community there are
2.037 Italians and 55 foreigners.
10 of these foreigners are
Europeans (6 Romanians, 3
Polish and 1 Belorussian). Our
local language is a mixture
between Latin, Italian, French,
Spanish, Arabic and Greek.
Near our village there are still
people that speak the ancient
language called “griko’’ that is
very similar to Greek.
Our
community
became
independent in 1975, after
being a hamlet of the nearby
village Nociglia.

The cosmopolitanism of our village is also evident thanks to our coat of arms: a
palm tree, that isn’t originating from our area. The olive tree, instead, surrounds the
whole village and is the background of the enormous park called “Parco Paduli’’,
embracing San Cassiano in a silver sea.
The olive tree was, together with tobacco, one of the main source of income of our
community, that was based on agriculture for many years. In the 80s there was a fast
growth of the secondary and tertiary sectors and in the 90s there was born an
industrial area that lead San Cassiano to have the biggest income per capita of the
province.

A color that identifies our village is the yellow color of our typical stone that was used to
build the local monuments. The most interesting are the “Congrega di Maria SS. Assunta’’
church, the Ducal Palace where we can find the town hall and the “Madonna della
Consolazione’’ crypt, a small church entirely dug into the rock.

One of the most known legend of our village is the elf “scazzamurreddrhu’’: in
the past people thought that this elf made pranks to the inhabitants during the
night.
This tradition and many other ones are very important for our tradition. In fact
they helped to create a strong local identity, fundamental to work together with
other realities and to build bridges between populations thanks to our
geographical position.

The most important cultural events are the celebrations of St. Rocco and of the
Martyrs of Otranto, the St. Joseph’s festival (with a big devotional bonfire and
the distribution of typical dishes) and ‘’San Cassiano’s august’’, a number of
cultural, music, dance, theatre and sport events organized in august where all the
citizenship participates. San Cassiano is part of the ‘’Union of the Midlands’’ and
of the ‘’Authentic villages of Italy’’.

